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In natural ecosystems where human beings have no role, the laws of the strongest, the 
shrewdest, the fastest or the toughest are the ones that count. In highly evolved anthropic 
ecosystems, there are rules agreed upon that allow - at least from time to time - to the most 
intelligent and the wisest to have socially important roles and even allow the weakest and 
least gifted to survive with dignity. Yet, as Claudio Magris wrote about a decade ago, “rules 
have never enjoyed good press. They are among the first victims of the rhetoric that falsifies 
the deep sentiments of life and its contradictions“.

Until some time ago, in the changing and extremely human digital ecosystem, when someone 
mentioned the need for rules, there was immediately someone who solemnly declared that 
the Internet was born free and that it must remain free: as if even the slightest rule could 
limit the creative fervour of individuals, of work communities and even of global businesses, 
and it was therefore only negative. To put it in the style of Magris, every hypothetical digital 
rule was “a victim of rhetoric”.

Little by little, however, we have all realised that rules are important for children grappling 
with smartphones, as they are for oligopolists of research and of social media: freedom is 
appreciated and produces fair results when it exists within the perimeter of shared rules, 
which must be few, understandable, applicable and non-discriminatory.

No new rules will be proposed during the ninth edition of the Internet Festival-Future Forms: 
on the contrary, the harmful ones will be reported. Digital participation and democracy will 
be discussed in depth. The future of areas such as information and research will be discussed 
on the fiftieth anniversary of the launch of the first cycle of computer science studies in Italy, 
the degree programme devised and implemented in Pisa. Above all, a request will be made 
to maintain the playfulness of the Internet, a propellent of unprecedented technological, 
cultural and social changes in history.

CLAUDIO GIUA
Internet Festival Director

#therulesofthegame
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WHAT ARE THE T-TOURS
The T-Tours (Tutorial Tours) are an integral part of the Internet Festival, consisting of educational and 
training courses that stimulate curiosity and provide useful tools for orientation in the infinite world 
of the Internet and Technology.
T-Tours are a journey through innovation, suggestions and discoveries, dedicated to digital natives, 
tomorrow’s professionals and uncertain navigators, not to mention the experts and devotees of the 
subject. Four days of interactive games, workshops, laboratories, tutorials, exhibitions and con-
ferences for all ages, all on the theme of the digital revolution.

HOW TO TAKE PART IN A T-TOUR
All T-Tour events are free and freely accessible until places run out. 
Booking is required for schools and large groups and recommended for individual visitors. 
You can book through the Eventbrite booking system by connecting to www.internetfestival.it 
and following the indications for each event. It is not necessary to print a paper ticket.

For information and booking assistance: 
call +39 392 9725420 or e-mail to ttour@internetfestival.it.

Internet Festival 2019 (IF2019) offers a wide range of activities and events designed to ex-
plore, debate and create entertainment, all revolving around the theme of the Internet and 
digital innovation.
There is something for everyone and all ages: workshops, seminars, meetings, debates, book and ebook 
presentations, permanent exhibitions, installations, shows and music.
The event will be spread over 13 locations throughout the city: to get the best out of it, use the map of 
Pisa that you will find on page 8 of this booklet, indicating the locations of the events and the distance 
from one point to another.

Always check the website: www.internetfestival.it
Any updates and/or changes to each scheduled event will be reported on the site of the event.

HOW TO TAKE PART IN EVENTS
The events are all free of charge, until seats are no longer available. 
The only exceptions are the concert on Saturday, October 12 at Lumière and some of the collateral 
events for which it is necessary to check on the specific event site. Some of the events must be booked 
through the Eventbrite system linked to our site. All event locations are accessible or have assistance 
staff available.
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Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
Piazza Martiri della Libertà

Gipsoteca di Arte Antica
Piazza S. Paolo All’Orto, 20

Cittadella Galileiana
Museo degli Strumenti per il Calcolo
GATE | Galileo Aggregator for Technology & Enterprise
Largo Padre Renzo Spadoni, snc

Lumière
Vicolo del Tidi, 6

Ponte di Mezzo

Stazione Centrale FS

Aeroporto

Officine Garibaldi
Via Gioberti, 39

Logge dei Banchi
Piazza XX Settembre

Cinema 
Arsenale

Vicolo Scaramucci

Camera di Commercio
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II

Centro Congressi
le Benedettine
Piazza San Paolo

a Ripa d’Arno

MixArt
Via G. Bovio, 11

Manifatture Digitali Cinema
Via Nicola Pisano, 15

Museo delle Navi 
Antiche di Pisa

Lungarno Ranieri Simonelli, 16
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The Festival venues are located in the historic center of the city and are all within walking
distance. To simplify your planning, we have highlighted the approximate travel times
between the various locations and from the railway station.
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From Rome, Florence and 
Bologna: A1 motorway until 

Florence; A11 (Pisa Nord 
exit) and SS Aurelia (Pisa at 
6 km) or S.G.C. FI-PI-LI Pisa 

Centro exit.
From Rome you can also take 

A12 motorway; then SS1 
Aurelia and A12 from Rosig-

nano to Pisa Centro exit.
From Genoa: A12 motorway 

Genova-Rosignano, Pisa Nord 
or Pisa Centro exit.

Pisa Centrale railway station 
is located in city centre.

There are direct connections 
with Turin, Milan, Florence 

and Rome. From Venice and 
Bologna you need to take 

the railway line that passes 
through Florence.

www.trenitalia.com

The Compagnia Toscana 
Trasporti Nord (CTT) 

transportation company runs 
the city’s urban and suburban 

link and enables travellers 
to get to Pisa from the main 
towns and cities in Tuscany.

www.cttnord.it

Pisa International Airport 
Galileo Galilei is 20 min. walk 
from the centre of Pisa and 
an hour from Florence, with 
bus and train connections. 

With the Pisa Mover shuttle 
(http://pisa-mover.com/), 
active daily (first run 4.30 
AM, last run 1.30 AM) you 
can reach Pisa Centrale 
railway station in 3 min.
www.pisa-airport.com/
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Camera di Commercio
Palazzo Affari is the headquarters of the Chambers of Commerce of Pisa. Built on the ruins of a former 
convent, it is spread over seven floors, with a small open-air courtyard and a total area of about 14,000 
square meters. It recently underwent extensive renovation, and now offers fully-equipped exhibition, 
display and congress areas, educational services for children with nursery, and hosts various activities.

Centro Congressi Le Benedettine
Built in 1393, the Convent of St. Benedict has a characteristic façade with flamboyant Gothic windows 
that is a feature of one of the river banks in Pisa; this year, it will be offering its spaces to the 2018 
edition of the Internet Festival. The Benedictine complex, closed to worship since the late 60s, was 
first purchased and restored by private individuals and is currently used by the University of Pisa. It has 
numerous classrooms, auditoriums, terraces, and arcades with a characteristic garden and a bright 
caveau, creating a place full of charm, functional and welcoming for training activities and events.

Cinema Arsenale
Opened on 20 January 1982 in the historic center of Pisa, the Cineclub Arsenale has always been con-
ceived as a place where it was possible to show films that are impossible to see when first released. 
In 2014, the Arsenale won the Best Cinema d’Essai prize awarded by AGIS-FICE, and each season its 
shows more than 220 films and holds themed revues. Ever since the first edition of the Internet Festival, 
the collaboration with the Arsenal Cineclub team allows us to offer video paths and comparisons that 
explore how digital innovation has changed the production, creativity, distribution and use of film media.

Cittadella Galileiana
The Cittadella Galileiana (Area Ex Macelli) is a 12 thousand square meter park in the heart of the city 
which includes a GATE, the Museum of Calculation Instruments.GATE - Galileo Aggregator for Technol-
ogy & Enterprise, inaugurated in May 2018, is the new urban ecosystem dedicated to innovation and 
growth in the City of Pisa. It is a project, led by Erre Quadro srl and the Giacomo Brodolini Foundation, 
which aims to create a business aggregator with a strong thematic focus on digital technology. The 
Museum of Calculation Instruments represents a journey into the history of calculus from the late-19th 
century arithmometres to the home computers of the 1980s, past the great calculators from which the 
Italian computer science adventure began.
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Gipsoteca di Arte Antica
The collection at the Plaster Cast Gallery of Ancient Art, among the major Italian ones, was initiated 
in 1887. The collection today offers a summary of the most famous and significant works of Greek, 
Etruscan and Roman art, alongside lesser-known or unpublished pieces, and small plastic artefacts. 
The originals are preserved in different national and foreign museums, in some cases lost. Today, the 
Plaster Cast Gallery is also the home of the Antiquarium collection of classical archaeology and the 
Palethnological Collections.

Logge dei Banchi
The Logge dei Banchi is a loggia in Pisa, set at the entrance of the Ponte di Mezzo bridge in the south part 
of the city center. The loggia, supported by twelve pillars, was built between 1603 and 1605 to a design 
by architect Bernardo Buontalenti. At the time it housed the wool and silk market (the “banchi” in the 
name refer to the market stalls), and even today it is sometimes used for markets of various kinds. The 
State Archives of Pisa have been kept on the first floor above the loggia since 1865. The basement of the 
loggia is taken up by early 20th century public baths, which have recently been reopened.

Lumière
The Lumière has its roots in the origins of Italian cinema. It was officially established in December 
1905 with the name “Primario Cinematografo Lumière” (Primary Cinema Lumière)”. At the Lumière, 
on October 19, 1906, the first addition of a soundtrack to film experiment was carried out by professor 
Pietro Pierini of the University of Pisa. Damaged by fighting in the town during the Second World war, 
the premises were closed in 1944 and reopened in 1946 with the name of “Supercinema”.Currently is a 
live music club that hosts concerts and performances by various artists.

Manifatture Digitali Cinema
The Manifatture Digitali Cinema (MDC) of Pisa are located in the historic buildings of the former Stallette, 
and offer equipped and technologically advanced cineportual spaces. The project supporting the film 
production and audiovisual sector is known as Mibact - funded by Dg Cinema, Territorial Cohesion Agen-
cy - Apq Sensi Contemporanei Toscana per il Cinema, Tuscany Region, Fondazione Sistema Toscana, 
together with the Municipalities of Prato and Pisa, which house the two locations.

Mixart
MixArt is the location that during the Internet Festival welcomes the universe of games and their devel-
opment. Founded in a renovated disused building, MixArt is a container of social and cultural innovation 
that can connect Pisa with the rest of the world. A multi-purpose space where people, groups and 
associations can find a home. Our almost 2,000 members in over 700 square meters of rooms offer 
a range of courses, workshops and events ranging from music to technology, circus skills to dance, 
martial arts to theatre in a blend of sport, art and creativity.
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Museo delle Navi Antiche di Pisa
The exhibition of Ancient Ships of Pisa is set up at the Arsenali Medicei buildings, with more than 800 
exhibits on show in 8 thematic sections. In 1998, while some work was taking place at the Pisa San 
Rossore station, an impressive series of shipwrecks came to light. The archaeologists, who dug for 
almost twenty years, discovered a priceless treasure: about thirty boats from the Roman era, many still 
with their cargo on board. In fact, thanks to the absence of oxygen, everything was perfectly preserved, 
from leather aprons, wooden sandals and the remains of food to board games. The complex restoration 
and conservation work performed have made it possible to preserve this delicate balance and it is now 
possible to admire the results of this long process. The exhibition is a window looking out onto sea life 
over the centuries, made up of trade, shipwrecks, men and journeys.

Officine Garibaldi
The Officine Garibaldi were built on the site of the Istituto Commerciale Einaudi, respecting its original 
volumes and shape. The building is a multi-purpose structure, with a surface of almost 5 thousand 
square meters (plus a similar sized outdoor space), with glass walls to enhance the ancient walls that 
stand behind it. It is used for a workspace, co-working, training courses and events. The result is a 
centre where different generations and cultures can share activities and develop business and project 
ideas.

Scuola Normale Superiore
Palazzo della Carovana (or dei Cavalieri) is the main headquarters of the Scuola Normale Superiore. 
It was built between 1562 and 1564 by Giorgio Vasari, renovating the medieval Palazzo degli Anziani. 
It owes its name to the three years of weapons training for new soldiers, trained to accompany and 
protect the “caravans” that travelled the Mediterranean from pirate raids. The characteristic façade is by 
Vasari, who combined architecture, sculpture and painting to decorate the façade with graffiti showing 
allegorical figures and zodiacal signs, designed by himself, along with marble busts and coats of arms.

Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
The school’s headquarters are located in the rooms of the former convent of Sant’Anna, a Benedictine 
convent of fourteenth-century origin, later suppressed in 1786 by Pietro Leopoldo di Lorena. This is the 
“heart” of the school, surrounded by greenery and with an exclusive view onto the nineteenth-century 
Piazza Martiri della Libertà (better known by the Pisans as Piazza Santa Caterina).
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Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 

October 10th-13th

50 years old but doesn’t show them
The Pisan computer science adventure emerged in the nineteen fifties as a 
result of the vision of a group of scientists, politicians and industrialists who, 
in facing the challenges of the contemporary world, imagined a future where 
technological innovation, training and research in the new computer science 
were one of the keys to social, economic and cultural change in Italy. The 
design of the first Italian electronic computer, the Olivetti research laboratory, 
the National University Computing Centre (CNUCE): these are just some of the 
outcomes of that vision of the future that, during the years of the economic 
boom, made Pisa the cradle of Italian computer science, and which led to the 
creation, in 1969, of the first curriculum of Computer Science studies in Italy, 
the Degree course in Information Science. From 1969 to the present day, a 
great many things have changed, but Pisa’s system of training and research 
in the field of computer science, robotics and ICT technologies represents 
an internationally important centre of excellence. The thematic area “50 
years old and doesn’t look it” aims to tell several stories of this half a 
century of computer science in Italy and in the world and, at the same 
time, contribute to outlining the forms of the future of digital society.

Book(e)Book
Means without time, books evolve and remind us of the essential pleasure of 
reading. Paper books, eBooks, novels, essays and poetry continue to tell the 
story of the Net and its transformations. As per tradition, Internet Festival 
proposes a full programme of meetings with authors, created in col-
laboration with the most important Italian publishing houses and some 
of Pisa’s bookshops (Feltrinelli, Ghibellina, Libreria dei Ragazzi, Orsa Minore 
and Gli Anni in Tasca). Each one of us will also be able to personally become 
a protagonist, thanks to the Booktuber corner, where it will be possible to 
talk for 5 minutes, in front of the camera, about a book linked to the themes 
of the festival. In support of spreading the practice of reading, the Internet 
Festival avails itself this year of the collaboration of Narratè, with its Degus-
taletture (Tastingareading) and two Pisan circles, the Pickwick Circle and the 
LaAV-Lettura ad Alta Voce (ROL-Reading Out Loud) Circle that will liven up 
the session and the city.

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 

October 11th-13th
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Cinebytes
From the experimental optical games of the second half of the 19th century 
to the conjuring tricks of Méliès, the cinema has had a close bond with games 
ever since its very beginning. And in the name of that bond, the events in the 
Cinebytes section evolve, with meetings, visions, shows and entertain-
ment. From the panel on Suburra - The Series, with digital platforms and 
video games, to a day entirely dedicated to science fiction and space-time 
travel with the twenty-year anniversary of “Matrix” introduced by cyberpunk 
writer Rudy Rucker and the première of the Chinese “Reset” by Hong-Seung 
Yoon commented by sci-fi writer Zhang Ran. And then there is focus on the 
voice game, with the Audible audiobook revolution and Fabio Celenza’s web 
satire, to the cinema in the days of VR, with the show by Elio Germano, and 
of smartphones, like that told by Agostino Ferrente in “Selfie”.

Cinema Arsenale 
 October 10th-13th

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 
October 11th

Gipsoteca 
di Arte Antica 

October 12th

Culture and tourism
Culture, tourism, promotion of a territory and its traditions: there are 
many combinations that can be brought to life by these elements. Then, 
if technology, creativity, new strategies of involvement, sustainability and 
new social arrangements are added to these, numerous mixtures that can 
respond to an equal number of contemporary challenges are obtained. IF2019 
explores, examines and corners themes that revolve around the concepts of 
culture and tourism: from the new strategies of storytelling, to the creative 
re-use of digital content for the promotion of the tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage of a territory; from digital innovation as a lever for social 
innovation, to new participatory approaches promoted by cultural institutions 
throughout the world, in order to involve new audiences and trigger effective 
paths of inclusion. 

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 
October 10th

Scuola Normale
Superiore 
 October 

10th-11th-13th

Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna 

October 11th-13th

Officine Garibaldi 
October 11th

Digital fair play
It is called fair play. Now commonplace also in Italian, this expression iden-
tifies the respectful behaviour towards rules in order to guarantee the same 
opportunities to different players in sport, in politics and in any other area in 
which human and social relationships come into play. In the era of the dig-
ital society, the pervasive spread of technologies and digital systems 
has created both the need to guarantee the right to individual freedom 
through new rules and also the need to protect all the different types 
of freedom that the Network can offer. It is a difficult and delicate balance 
that can only be achieved through a wise and mindful combination of different 
elements of a technical, legal, cultural and social nature. Even sport, which 
has always been the training ground of “fair play”, for better or for worse, is 
now an area in which digital technology is used to reduce the judge’s mar-
gin of error when applying the rules. But is technological judgement always 
impersonal and infallible? And how much does the technological eye add to 
or take away from the story of sport and from the fan’s right and freedom to 
be “the best referee”?
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Logge dei Banchi
October 10th-13th

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 
October 12th

Scuola Normale
Superiore 

October 13th

eCommunity
In recent decades, the fields of application of digital innovation have extended 
to the point of touching areas apparently distant from technology, such as 
nature. In fact, digital innovation is currently able to contribute to im-
proving the environment by combining simple methods with advanced 
tools that are popular due to costs and manageability. IoT technology, 
artificial intelligence and the analysis of a large amount of data also allow us 
to create predictive scenarios, well in advance, in order to develop the best 
strategies for dealing with environmental problems. The Internet comes into 
play, like a magic tool, acting both as an extraordinary adhesive capable of 
bringing the human being closer to nature and also as a powerful means of 
raising awareness about environmental issues, such as the harmfulness of 
plastic for the marine ecosystem. The Network promotes ethical and envi-
ronmentally friendly behaviour, and disguises itself as a formidable aggre-
gator of citizens, institutions, businesses, associations, schools, research 
institutions and local communities, to create global networks with a single 
keyword: defending the environment. No compromise, just environmental 
sustainability. Scientist*, journalist*, environmentalist*, artist* and start-up 
company, entrepreneurs, men and women from the institutions: all in the 
bubble at +2° C and in the IF2019 spaces, under the banner of environment 
and innovation. Like every year, the Tuscany Regional Authority will be 
present during the Festival at the Logge dei Banchi, where it will be possible 
to study the services of Open Toscana, the collaboration platform between 
citizens and public administration, and the Plastic Free awareness campaign 
on indiscriminate use of plastic.

Economy and business
Although environmental sustainability and digital innovation are two factors 
that influence economic-productive choices today, the economy has so far 
followed a linear model instead based on the use of raw materials, produc-
tion, mass consumption and disposal of waste: a model now expensive and 
quite inefficient. In a circular economy, on the other hand, production is or-
ganised into subsequent cycles in which, through the re-use of materials, re-
usable products are given new life, thus reducing the environmental impact. 
But according to the Circularity gap report - World Economic Forum 2019, 
only 9.1% of the current world economy is circular. An essential vehicle for 
the transition to this economy model is digital innovation, from which the 
production system is able to incorporate new skills and transverse experienc-
es, open up new market spaces and generate value not only economi-
cally, while defending and respecting the environment. The connection 
between the circular economy and the Internet of things, for example, can 
generate extraordinary opportunities, such as boosting GDP, reducing the 
greenhouse effect and reducing the consumption of natural resources. For an 
economy without borders. Like every year, the Pisa Chamber of Commerce 
will be present at the Festival with information gazebos in which digital ser-
vices for businesses will be provided.

Camera
di Commercio 

October 10th-11th 
 

Cittadella Galileiana 
GATE

 October 10th-12th

Officine Garibaldi
October 12th

Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna 

October 11th
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Gamebox
What happens if we remove the rules from a game? No more turns, field 
lines, points to count. Perhaps the only thing that remains is having fun, an 
inclination for leisure and for joking that it is hard to carry on calling a “game” 
in the same sense. We will tickle our opponents while they throw the dice, 
which are no longer necessary. How many times, as children, did we start 
by saying “Let’s make it so that...” Well, as we said that we were creating 
limitations to what could be or could not be done. However broad, flexible 
or obviously one-sided, we were introducing rules and we were beginning 
to define a game. So, is that all it is? Not at all. Rules are necessary but 
they are not enough on their own, and in Gamebox we are used to 
asking ourselves strange questions like “Are there rules to dictate 
the rules?”. This year we will explore, stretch and sometimes challenge the 
current rules of reference, weighing up what to keep and what to get rid of 
and perhaps it is worthwhile trying to redefine the rules of the game. We will 
play with the rules, beyond the rules and beyond the game.

MixArt
October 11th-13th

Manifatture
Digitali Cinema

October 10th-13th

Digital taste
Don’t play with your food! that’s what they told us repeatedly when we were 
children. Then, as we grew up, we discovered that food is also entertain-
ment and, as such, it can sometimes also be a game. Thanks to innovation 
and technology, playing with food and wine is exactly what we will 
be doing during the Digital Taste meetings, the Internet Festival area 
dedicated to food and wine and to the agri-food sector. We will discover 
that every wine has a different sound and we will search for the most suitable 
soundtrack for every tasting; we will taste an aperitif prepared by overturning 
all the rules of the bartenders; we will meet a renowned chef who will tell us 
how he started using bits in his recipes; a virtual cook will advise us which 
good and healthy dishes to prepare; we will lay our cards on the table when 
we speak about information on food and food transparency and we will have 
fun playing with photos and words about food, in an event on unconventional 
gastronomic communication. All this is the Digital Taste of IF2019. Are you 
ready to play with food together with us?

Officine Garibaldi
October 12th-13th

.it Workshops
This year, the Registro.it area at the 2019 Internet Festival is being 
organised by the Post, an online newspaper managed by Luca Sofri. For 
two days, Sofri and his editorial staff will bring a real “live newspaper” to the 
stage of the Officine Garibaldi, including press reviews, news flashes, inter-
views and insights into the digital revolution, domain names and structure of 
the net and into the rules of the web, On the stage, guests from the world of 
journalism, entertainment and of course the net, will talk about the progress 
of our daily relationship with a tool that has been with us for thirty years, 
even though we are still asking ourselves questions about its use every day.
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Star ready to play
In the 1990s we fantasized about new jobs linked to the Internet, which 
would have revolutionised and amused the world of entertainment. The Inter-
net arrived and everything changed ... even for the stars! What are the rules 
that move and animate these new markets today? How do you become a 
successful Youtuber and make it into a professional activity? We will talk 
with the Stars of the Internet, we will get to know the experiences of 
famous Youtubers, Non-programmer and others, allowing us to find 
out what the right moves are for effective personal branding, such as 
the tricks of the trade for a content to become viral. “Stars at play” a 
continuous show: concerts, performances and meetings with VIPs from the 
web, from music and from entertainment will enliven the four days of the 
Festival, creating, with their own artistic touch, this year’s key word: #lereg-
oledelgioco.

Cinema Arsenale
October 11th

 
Logge dei Banchi

October 13th

Lumière
October 11th-13th

Tech vs Human
The Internet has changed the way we read the world and has radically 
changed interactions between human beings and science, technology, 
art and ethics. A continuous evolution, which requires different interpre-
tations in order to understand the changes taking place and predict future 
changes. During the events in the Tech vs Human thematic area, we will deal 
with the new challenges in progress between technology and humanism; we 
will fantasize about future and feasible scenarios of the universe, imagined 
by the creative pen of science fiction writers; we will explore the new bound-
aries of interactions between women, men and machines. We will dedicate 
ourselves to the evolution of democracy in a hyperconnected society: the 
model of democratic participation changes, the influence of communication 
between fake news and fact checking increases. A dense web of challenges 
to experience together at IF2019, without forgetting games... with data! In 
fact, data visualization experts will lead us to the union between infor-
mation, art and science, to live through authentic infoexperiences and 
deduce the possible interactions between urban art and the Internet.

Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna

October 12th 

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 

October 12th-13th
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Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine 

October 10th-13th

Manifatture 
Digitali Cinema

October 10th-13th

Logge dei Banchi
October 10th-12th

Cinema Lumière
October 10th-12th

 
MixArt

October 11th 

T-Tour
The training and educational programmes of the area called T-Tour (Tuto-
rial Tour) have, ever since the first edition, represented a strong point of 
the Internet Festival. The aim of the T-Tours is to stimulate curiosity 
about digital innovation and offer useful tools to orientate oneself in 
the boundless world of the Internet and technology. They are a journey 
through innovation to discover the possible forms of the future, all in the 
pursuit of digital revolution. They include activities aimed at every age group: 
from digital natives to tomorrow’s professionals, from uncertain navigators 
to experts in the field. There will be numerous events designed for nursery, 
primary and secondary school students, for whom the T-Tours are an integral 
part of the educational activities offered by the school. Multiple formats are 
used to ensure that participants are actively involved: games, workshops, 
labs, tutorials, exhibitions, installations and interactive conferences.
On the strength of the success of the last edition, the IF KIDS area returns 
and is renewed, with a series of initiatives dedicated to children from 0 to 6 
years of age and their parents, and courses for teachers recognized by the 
MIUR (Ministry of Education, University and Research) held in collaboration 
with INDIRE (National Institute of Documentation, Innovation and Educational 
Research) and IRSEF (Institute for Research and Study of Education and the 
Family).

NO CURVES URBAN ART AND THE INTERNET: 
A BEAUTIFUL AGORA FOR CONNECTING PEOPLE

“There are painters who paint the sun like a yellow blob, but there are others who, 
thanks to their art and intelligence, transform a yellow blob into the sun”. 

With these words, Pablo Picasso described artistic creation. In the days leading up to the festival, 
the Palazzina A1 building, located at the Cittadella Galileiana in the area of Vecchi Macelli, 
will be turned into an artist’s studio. The magic of the birth of a work of art will take place here. 

Visitors will be able to enter the delivery room and, as if in a sort of continuous live painting, 
see the artist No Curves, assisted by the Start -Open your eyes team, work to produce the large panels 
of the installation that will transform the Logge dei Banchi from 10 to 13 October: from a few colours, 

several lines and a little sticky tape... a work of art will be born!

 Cittadella Galileiana - A1  October 5th-9th
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Dance (Algo)Rhythms: dance and generative art
for the promotion of the Apuan Riviera
Author Studio RF
Realised in the framework of the European project CultureMoves (INEA/CEF/ICT/A2017/1568369)
Dance (Algo)Rhythms is a digital and interactive work of art, a human-computer interaction 
project in which the user experience is not only contemplative, but it also interacts with the 
visual content. Created as part of the CultureMoves project, it tells the story of the territory of the 
Apuan Riviera, proposing generative storytelling created through the re-use of archive video and photo-
graphic contents that represent this Tuscan territory and that are reprocessed by using computational 
algorithms. Thanks to generative art, users and spectators enter into a relationship with the digital 
contents of the work and, with their movements, they modify it, giving life to constant and always new 
artistic forms. The video installation will also be enlivened by dancers who, to the rhythm of music, 
will transform it into a live performance in which dance, technology and storytelling blend together to 
create an emotional and innovative work of art. The digital contents used to create it were kindly made 
available by the EX APT photographic archive - Provincial Archive of Massa-Carrara and by the historical 
archive of the Marble Railway - Municipality of Carrara. Part of the content comes from the Europeana 
digital platform.

 Manifatture Digitali Cinema  October 11th

Climate change
Curated by Legambiente Pisa
We are playing at altering the Earth’s balance with no respect for any rule ... but how far can we go? An 
interactive exhibition, set up inside the Bolla +2°C (+2°C Bubble), the theme of which is climate 
change and problems linked to it. Images and information panels illustrated by professionals from the 
Italian Environmentalist Association of Pisa (Legambiente), inviting visitors, both adults and children, to 
reflect upon the rules of nature that govern our planet. Good rules to follow so that our activities adapt to 
the natural balances rather than destroying them.

 Logge dei Banchi  October 10th-13th
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From Invisible to Virtual
Curated by Alma Artis
Invisible Cities, one of Italo Calvino’s most famous novels, sketches a fantastic metropolitan atlas. 
Users will find themselves in a virtual world that will accompany them on an educational 
and experiential journey. Calvino’s magical atmosphere is recreated: some of the cities described 
materialise before the eyes of the visitor who will pass through the virtual images, as if flipping through 
the pages of the book, which are made visible in an immersive simulation, restoring the dynamic and 
three-dimensional representation of Calvino’s imaginary atlas.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

Darkside and Moon Landing
Curated by Virtual Immersions in Science (VIS s.r.l.)
To make the wonders of science accessible to all with immersive and interactive products. This is the 
challenge presented by VIS s.r.l. with Darkside, a documentary on the future dark matter detector cre-
ated under 1400 meters of rock inside of the National Laboratory of Gran Sasso, and with Moon Landing, 
an immersive application for the Oculus virtual reality viewer, with which we will find ourselves on board 
the Apollo 11 lunar module LEM, in the final phase of the historic moon landing in 1969. The user can 
touch the frontiers of cosmology and particle physics, understand the indirect evidence of 
the existence of mysterious dark matter in the Universe, face the same difficulties that Neil 
Armstrong faced when dosing the fuel in order to land on the moon gently, and much more.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

Hello world.
Curated by Università di Pisa - Dipartimento di Informatica
Art Direction La Jetée Set-up Acme04
The exhibition is conceived as a narrative path in five sections that describe the evolution of 
calculation tools, from mechanical machines to Apple computers, covering a period of time 
spanning from the second half of the nineteenth century to the early twenty-first century. The 
focus is on the story of Pisa’s role in the information technology adventure, which has led, among other 
things, to the creation of the CEP, and of the relationship with Olivetti, which found the ideal partners 
for building its computers at Pisa University. Accompanying the visit, there will be infographics panels, 
environmental soundscapes, interactive panels, VR360° experiences, projections, interactions with cal-
culation tools, interactions via smartphone with enhanced contents, and more.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

The videogame and the rules
Curated by Lucio Campani and Stefania Grillo
The videogame, considering its basic types, implies a more or less stringent system of standardisation, 
to which the vital and imaginative impulse that the anthropologist Roger Caillois found at the beginning 
of all the forms of recreational practices is subjected. The interactive journey aims on the one hand to 
focus on the normativity inherent to videogames, highlighting their nuances and subtleties, on the other 
hand to present videogames that move on the fringes of the rules system, subverting the principles 
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of physics and reducing the basic legality of experience to a fact of mere fiction, or producing totally 
unusual regulatory systems. Sixteen retro-gaming stations illuminate the interaction structures 
inherent to the videogames, on the border between the rules and the free authorial initiative.

 MixArt  October 11th-13th

No Curves urban art and the Internet: 
a beautiful agora for connecting people
Work by No Curves Curated by GianGuido M. Grassi 
Promoted by Fondazione Sistema Toscana Realised by START -Open your eyes
“Mankind can live without science, it can live without bread, but the only thing it could no 
longer live without is beauty, because there would be nothing more left to do in the world. 
Science itself would not last a minute without beauty.” Fëdor Dostoevskij 
The immersive installation of the tape artist No Curves transforms the Logge dei Banchi (an arcade in 
Pisa), bursting into everyday life and creating a new place for socializing. The work will convert the 
pillars of the loggias into contemporary caryatids and Buontalenti’s arcade will be supported by por-
traits of Adriano Olivetti, Samantha Cristoforetti and Steve Jobs, great personalities and scientists who, 
with their intuitions and discoveries, have made a fundamental contribution to the whole of humanity, 
participating in the development of today’s society, where technology plays a primary role in everyday 
life, especially regarding the incessant presence of the web in everyday life.

 Logge dei Banchi  October 10th-13th

LogicaMente
Curated by Museo degli Strumenti per il Calcolo
Do you have a trained mind? Do you have logical-deductive skills? Stroll through the historic center 
of Pisa, look at the shop windows, find the LogicaMente sign and solve the tests. Follow the Internet 
Festival on social channels to find out how logical your mind is.

 Negozi del centro  October 10th-13th

#MuraShot show
Curated by Acquario della Memoria With the support of Fondazione Pisa With the collaboration of 
Mura di Pisa, Yallers Toscana, Pemcards, Nanof With the patronage of Comune di Pisa
APP development Parallelo s.r.l.
Pisa and its Walls: a large interactive stage to tell the story of the city. IF2019 hosts a selection of 
photographs taken during the #MuraShot photo contest. At Officine Garibaldi, from 10 October to 10 
November, an interactive exhibition with photographic prints, monitors, tablets, touch screens that com-
bines today’s shots of the walls and period materials.
Thursday, October 10th at 7:00 pm, at the inauguration, the winners of the #MuraShot contest will be 
awarded and the activities in progress of the entire project will be presented. It will be also presended 
the new APP of Mura di Pisa, which uses GPS technology to allow an immersive and autonomous guided 
tour of the Walls.

 Officine Garibaldi  October 10th-13th
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Redefining the rules of the video game
Curated by Game Happens
For the sixth consecutive year, Game Happens continues in collaboration with Internet Festival. For 
the 2019 edition, it offers a selection of independent international games and a series of mi-
ni-lectures to explore the new rules of the game. Halfway between the redefinition of a manifesto 
of intent and style - like OuLiPo for literature and Dogme 95 for cinema - and the identification of a new 
criterion: authorial, post-colonialist, inclusive.

 MixArt  October 11th-13th

Sliding Block Puzzle
Curated by Andrea Camporeale with videos of Jonathan Canini
Interactive installation freely inspired by the Sliding Puzzle system, a brain-teaser formed by pieces 
that slide along predefined lanes. In this playful type installation, each piece is obtained by the 
breaking up of a video streaming taken from a webcam or from a file. The intent of the game is 
to discover the content of the video or recompose your own image or selfie taken by the webcam, all 
thanks to the use of a remote control.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

Smartlexprivacy
Curated by Smartlex s.r.l.
SMARTLEX PRIVACY Platform is designed and customized for professionals (Doctors, Architects, 
Engineers, Lawyers, Enterprises...). It allows the processing of customer’s, employee’s and supplier’s 
data, ensuring security and confidentiality, in compliance with EU Regulation 2016/679 as well as the 
modifications introduced in Italy by Legislative Decree 10 August 2018, n.101. In particular: it draws 
up and pre-fills any data-processing; it draws up and creates all the relevant pre-filled documents; 
it draws up the risk evaluation; it selects and draws up secutiry measures; it alerts on hiring a DPO.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-11th

The Ogre Coaster VR
Curated by Untold Games/Iconomia
Arm yourself with courage and face the fantasy world of Ogre Coaster, an interactive rollercoaster full of 
monstrous creatures that are anything but friendly. Experience a multi-dimensional virtual reality 
experience: a motion and air simulator will enhance the immersiveness of this dark adventure. 
The use of Leap Motion will allow you to interact with the surrounding environment, holding a torch to 
light up the environment and a sword to defend yourself from fearsome enemies.

 MixArt  October 11th-13th
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The Sound of the Crowd
Producer Fondazione Sistema Toscana Executive Producer Roberto Malfagia - Emanuele Nappini 
- La Jetée First Work of Giampaolo Capobianco - Artist and Sound Designer 
Art Tech 8822code.org Graphic Piero Piccioli
A multimedia, digital and sound installation that transforms people’s faces into visual and 
sound art, turning the crowd into a spontaneous, unaware, harmonious and musical orchestra. 
The Face Recognition technique interpreted in a modern key becomes the ground on which artificial 
intelligence and the generative sound in Auro-3D create a work of art. The creative material will take 
shape from the analysis of the data recovered from video cameras set up to monitor the Festival spaces 
and count the public. The video cameras become the eye of the artist who processes his or her data 
in continuous interaction with the reinforcement processes, generating a soundscape that mirrors the 
mutability and movement of the crowd. Installation realised with the support of Mibac and SIAE, in the 
framework of the programme “Per Chi Crea”. 

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

Visible Light Communication
Curated by Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna
The interactive installation is based on Visible Light Communications (VLC) technology and 
presents two different demonstrations. The first demo shows the wireless transmission of a video 
between two PCs taking advantage of the emission of light from a common LED lamp. Visitors will be 
able to interact with the system by interrupting the line of sight between the lamp and the receiver, 
evaluating its operating range and the tolerance of the obstruction. The second demo shows the basics 
of a location system for indoor environments that takes advantage of LED lamps on the ceiling. When 
a smartphone with a specific application is placed beneath the lamp, a video is played on the screen.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 10th-13th

VRMF: Virtual Reality Movie Festival. Real Possible
Curated by GATE In cooperation with Centro Interdipartimentale di Ricerca sulle Digital Human-
ities dell’Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia - Festival dei Popoli di Firenze 
- Laboratorio Aperto di Modena
The VRMF is a festival dedicated to narration by images in a virtual reality, with the pos-
sibility of gaining direct experience of the new frontiers opened up by the most advanced 
technologies, including new forms of participation, narration and a relationship with reality. 
Which horizons and opportunities open up with VR, virtual reality, for telling the story of reality? How 
many stories can we tell through data? What is the potential of 3D for training? What happens when 
the theatre encounters new technologies? The VRMF festival will also try to answer these questions 
through a series of meetings with professionals and industry experts involved in a round table meeting 
scheduled to take place on Saturday, October 12 at 5 pm. The round table meeting will be followed by 
a VR writing performance at 6:30 pm that, thanks to Tilt brush technology, will demonstrate the use of 
virtual technology in the creative field.

 Cittadella Galileiana - GATE  October 11th-12th
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
10:30 am-12:30 pm

02:30-04:30 pm
Cittadella 

Galileiana - GATE

COLLATERAL EVENT

 Economy and business

GateLab: Robots and spinning tops
Robotics and 3D printing laboratory.
Curated by Open Design
GAMES WORKSHOP build, understand, learn.

10:30 am-01:30 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Aula Bianchi

 Digital fair play

CYBER Project- InterregEU
3rd LOCKS Meeting

10:00 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Digital fair play

For a new pact between journalism 
and the public, or rather increasing 
the social value of journalism
Presenter Carlo Sorrentino Speakers Gabriela Jacomella, 
Marco Pratellesi, Sergio Splendore

03:00-06:00 pm
Centro Congressi

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Digital fair play

Journalism and digital citizenship: 
the new rules
Presenter Adriano Fabris Speakers Giovanni Boniolo, Enzo Brogi, 
Carlo Bartoli, Antonio Rossano

02:00-03:30 pm
Centro Congressi

Le Benedettine
Aula A

 50 years old but doesn’t show them

Software Heritage
The contribution of the University of Pisa to the development 
of Software Heritage, an initiative sponsored by Unesco 
aimed at classifying and preserving the source code.
Speakers Roberto Di Cosmo, Carlo Montangero, David Storti
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04:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Sala Stemmi

COLLATERAL EVENT 
BY REGISTRATION

  Economy and business

Spreading Innovation, 
the importance of getting involved
Curated by Polo Tecnologico di Navacchio, Apparound 
and CPT Italy (Gruppo Continental)

06:00-11:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Cinebytes

Cinebytes - Play with the fire
06:00-08:00 pm “Selfie” by Agostino Ferrente
Meeting with the movie director
09:00-11:00 pm “Suburra: from the serie to the videogame”
Meeting with the actor Giacomo Ferrara

07:00-08:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

EVENT 
BY REGISTRATION

 Digital taste

Cooking Hackers
Stories, secrets and tastings of molecular cuisine.
With the participation of Future Cooking Lab, spin-off University of 
Parma 
Final futuristic aperitif.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
09:00 am-12:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Social Challenge: Every challenge has its rules
Become an influencer of positive messages on Instagram.

 Ester Macrì, Gabriele Cannarozzo (Kinoa s.r.l.)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students

09:00-10:00 am
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Play while learning with Lego®
Experimental workshop with Lego® bricks.

 OrangeTeam Lug
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / LAB

At cybersecurity school with the Registro.it Toy Library
Rules of behaviour and best practices for avoiding the hidden dangers 
of the Internet.

 Giorgia Bassi, Beatrice Lami, Claudia Mazzanti, Manuela Moretti (IIT-CNR)
 8-10 years, 11-13 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Studying mathematics and science with holograms
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Augmented Reality and sticker album 
for history and geography
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB

Space for play: Virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Alberto Dolci (Italia 3D academy)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

02:30-04:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Where there’s a will... there is flight!
The Internet becomes browsing material.

 Luciano Minestrella, Vera Soledad Minestrella, 
Giacomo Minestrella (La Mirabilis Teatro societas)

 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CODING & ROBOTICA / EDUCATIONAL GAME

IF Robot Arena
A robotic adventure!

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Tinkering Time
Scribbling by the book.

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Manifatture Digitali 
Cinema

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Conscious use of the Internet and social media
Is the Internet safe?

 Dario Pecorella, Mauro Scano (Senza Fili Senza Confini)
 11-13 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

There is a world to explore beneath your feet
SOILapp, an application to support the monitoring of soil quality.

 Mariateresa Lazzaro (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Istituto Scienze della Vita, 
Gruppo di Agroecologia)

 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Choose your adventure
Interactive Fiction Workshop: let’s design an interactive story!

 Claudia Molinari, Matteo Pozzi (We Are Muesli)
 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

Va.D.DI - Go tell it to the dinosaurs
Simulation game.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:30-11:30 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

TECNOLOGY & IOT / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

50 years since the Arpanet network
The origins of Computer science and networking in Pisa.

 Luciano Lenzini, Fabio Gadducci (Università di Pisa, Dipartimento di Informati-
ca), Domenico Laforenza (CNR)

 14-18 years, university students
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10:00-10:30 am
11:00-11:30 am 
05:00-05:30 pm
05:45-06:15 pm
06:30-07:00 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CREATIVITY / SHOW
History lesson part 1 and 2
An Internet Festival/I Sacchi di Sabbia (Sandbags) production with the support 
of the Tuscany Regional Authority.

 Ideation and realization: Giulia Gallo, Giovanni Guerrieri. 
Pop-up books: Giulia Gallo. Augmented reality curated by La Jetée. 
Drawings and animations: Guido Bartoli.

 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am
12:00-01:00 pm
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:00-05:00 pm
05:00-06:00 pm 
06:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Escape War!
Enter our escape room and help the doctors of EMERGENCY save the victims 
of an explosion.

 Emergency
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:30 am-12:30 pm
03:00-05:00 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / LAB

How do you participate online?
The online ladder of the participation to oppose hate speech and fake news.

 Federica Cicala, Eliana Pitimada (Oxfam Italia)
 14-18 years, university students, general public

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB

Space for play: Virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Gianfranco Casano (Italia 3D academy)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Lumière

CREATIVITY / WORKSHOP

From phonograph cylinders to liquid music
The evolution of recording media and music reproduction.

 Francesco Martinelli
 14-18 years, university students

02:30-03:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Let’s create a game with a 3D printer 
and a thermoforming machine
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
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02:30-04:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Parole O_Stili (Ho_stile words)
The extraordinary opportunities and risks of the Web and Social media.

 Edoardo Colombo, Barbara Laura Alaimo (Parole O_Stili)
 teachers, general public

02:30-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CREATIVITY / LAB

Immersed in the sound
360° spatial audio and interactive sound design.

 Gianpaolo Capobianco (La Jetée)
 14-18 years, university students, professionals

02:30-03:30 pm
04:00-05:00 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

I need more air
Living in the age of Instagram and climate change.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, families, general public

03:00-05:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Elite and constitutional paradigms of the network
Constitutions and populisms at the times of the Internet.

 Giuseppe Martinico, Matteo Monti, Fabio Picini (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna), 
Cristopher Cepernich (Università di Torino), Roberta Bracciale (Università di Pisa)

 university students, professionals, general public

04:30-05:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

COMMUNICATION / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

World Science Fiction
Science Fiction from around the world and where to find it.

 Francesco Verso, Daniele Brolli, Fabio Gadducci
 university students, professionals, general public

04:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Holograms and augmented reality for teaching 
in schools
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 teachers

05:30-07:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

COMMUNICATION / LAB

The ideas of science fiction
Creative writing workshop.

 Francesco Verso, Daniele Brolli, Fabio Gadducci
 university students, professionals, general public

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH
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IF KIDS is back. This is the section dedicated to the festival’s youngest visitors. 
This year, girls and boys aged from 0 to 6 years and their families can take advantage of the experimental 

game area “Curiosity as a rule”. Here, the main rule is to respect their curiosity and creativity, 
creating environments where they can give their very best. Curiosity will lead children to play with 

concepts of the digital world, starting from the Pac-Man maze. This year the section is enriched with 
the “Yoga and mindfulness for children” workshop (4-6 years) and the “Smart-toys for children” 

conference addressed to parents and educators.

 Centro Congressi Le Benedettine  October 11th-13th

IF Game Jam Rulez: the hackathon of videogames
The best way to explore the rules of the game is to make one! 

The IF hackathon dedicated to video games is back, open to programmers, artists, 
game designers and anyone who feels like a developer. 

Do you want to try it?

 MixArt  October 11th-13th

IF KIDS: THE INTERNET FESTIVAL FOR CHILDREN

IF GAME JAM
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
09:00 am-01:00 pm

Cittadella Galileiana 
GATE

 
COLLATERAL EVENT

 Economy and business

Industry 4.0 for SMEs: a concrete opportunity
Tools and solutions for data acquisition from machines 
and 4.0 integration of industrial processes.
Presenter Gabriele Montelisciani Speakers Daniele Mazzei, Andrea Baù, 
Matteo Cipriani

10:00 am-01:00 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Aula Bianchi

 Digital fair play

Presentation of the InterPA re-use project
Participants Tuscany Region, Campania Region, Molise Region, 
Municipality of Torella dei Lombardi, Territorial Cohesion Agency

11:00 am-06:00 pm
Camera di Commercio

at Foundation ISI 
(fourth floor)

 Economy and business

#leregoledelgioco: Innovating 
#LegoSeriousPlay tells you how
How to build shared strategies supported by the company team, 
set the sequence and times for their implementation, 
using LEGO bricks - Focus digital Transformation.
Presenter Cristiana Genta

10:30 am-01:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna Storica

 Economy and business

Economy and business: tests of the future 
(first part)
How the production world changes with innovation and ultra speed.
Presenter Roberta Carlini
10:30-10:40 am Introduction conducted by Roberta Carlini 
10:40-11:10 am Sustainability as an element of economic development
Speaker Fabio Iraldo
11:10 am-12:10 pm Dialogue about the circular economy project 
in the leather district
Speakers Alessandro Francioni and with the participation of Tuscany 
Region
12:10-12:40 pm Innovation and sustainability, engines for the future 
economy
Speaker Martin Charter

EV
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
10:00 am-01:00 pm

Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna 

Aula Magna

 Digital fair play

The game of rules #1
Presentation of “The game of rules” and panel “Law, treasury, 
currencies and digital information them: which solutions?”
10:00-10:20 am Welcome greetings by institutional speakers
Speakers Marco Bellezza, Paolo Maria Mancarella
10:20-10:30 am Presentation of the session “The game of rules”
Speakers Fernanda Faini, Dianora Poletti
10:30-11:00 am Presentation of the Interdepartmental Research 
Center “Diritto e Tecnologie di Frontiera” (Detect) and of the Master’s 
Degree in Innovation Law for the company and institutions
Speakers Dianora Poletti, Michela Passalacqua
11:00 am-01:00 pm Law, treasury, currencies and digital information 
them: which solutions?
Presenter Raffaele Barberio Speakers Loredana Carpentieri, 
Massimo Chiriatti, Vincenzo Colarocco

09:30 am-01:00 pm
Officine Garibaldi

 Digital fair play

Cybersecurity Day 2019
Curated by IIT-CNR
Presenter Fabio Martinelli
09:30-10:00 am Welcome greetings by Marco Conti, 
IIT-CNR Director
10:00-11:15 am The role of industry, from the associations 
to the start-up companies for cyber security
Speakers Claudio Caimi, Francesco di Cerbo, Nick Fergusson, 
Luca Bechelli, Roberto Cascella
11:15-12:00 am The role of research and training
Speakers Paolo Prinetto, Rocco de Nicola, Gianluca Dini 
12:00-01:00 pm Cyber security lab and Cyber security 
observatory
Presentations by Fabio Martinelli, Giampiero Costantino, 
Maurizio Martinelli, Artsiom Yautshiukin, Angelica Marotta

EV
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
02:00-05:30 pm
Officine Garibaldi

 Digital fair play

Cybersecurity Day 2019
Presenter Fabio Martinelli
02:00-04:00 pm Cyber security lab and Cyber security observatory
Presentations by Maria Taverniti, Claudia Lanza, Andrea Saracino, 
Marinella Petrocchi, Abraham Gebrehiwot, Filippo Lauria, 
Andrea Passarella, Maurizio Tesconi
04:00-05:00 pm Focus on specific problems
Speakers Paolo Mori, Ilaria Matteucci, Giampiero Costantino
05:00-05:30 pm Conclusions

02:00-05:30 pm
Cittadella Galileiana 

GATE

COLLATERAL EVENT

 Economy and business

From sensors to Cloud in 15 Python readlines
New tools and technologies for the development of IoT applications.
Presenter Luigi F. Cerfeda Speakers Gabriele Montelisciani, 
Giacomo Baldi, Daniele Mazzei

02:00-03:15 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Aula Bianchi

 Digital fair play

Trafair Project
Understanding traffic flows to improve air quality.
Participants Tuscany Region, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, 
University of Florence

03:30-05:00 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Aula Bianchi

 Digital fair play

Herit Data Project
Sustainable management of the patrimony in order to contrast 
the impact of mass tourism thanks to the holistic use of big 
and open data.
Participants Tuscany Region, Foundation for Research and Innovation

03:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna Storica

 Economy and business

Economy and business: tests of the future 
(second part)
How the production world changes with innovation and ultra speed.
Presenter Roberta Carlini
03:00-04:15 pm Business 4.0: examples and opportunities
Speakers Stefano Giordano, Fabio Bonomo (qbrobotics), Fabio Vignoli 
(NATECH), Giovanni Lombardi (UNIPI Progetto ADAMo)
04:15-05:30 pm 5G: the smart ecosystem for businesses
Speaker Luca Valcarenghi
05:30-06:00 pm Conclusions
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
03:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna

 Digital fair play

The game of rules #2
A year of GDPR: data protection between utopia and reality. 
The new rules for data and information.
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Fernanda Faini 
and Dianora Poletti
03:10-03:30 pm Data protection: how much progress has been made?
Speaker Guido Scorza
03:30-05:00 pm A year of GDPR: data protection between utopia 
and reality. The new rules for data and information.
Presenter Raffaele Barberio Speakers Luca Bolognini, Guido Scorza, 
Giovanni Ziccardi, Angelo Mazzetti
05:00-06:00 pm Data society - Workshop and book presentation 
by Detect Center
Presenter Dianora Poletti Speakers Fernanda Faini, Enza Pellecchia

03:00-07:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Book(e)book

Book(e)book
Literature in the age of Internet.
03:00-04:00 pm “Uomini, donne e bambini”
Presenter Jacopo Storni Speakers Ezio Alessio Gensini, Leonardo Santoli, 
Anna Maria Monteverdi, Sara Simona Racalbuto
04:00-05:00 pm “L’informatica al femminile”
Presenter Costanza Baldini Speakers Cinzia Ballesio, Giovanna Giordano
Tastingareading in collaboration with Narraté©
05:00-06:00 pm “Gli immortali - Storie dal mondo che verrà”
in collaboration with Orsa Minore bookshop
Presenter Claudia Vago Speaker Alberto Giuliani
06:00-07:00 pm “The Game Unplugged”
in collaboration with Feltrinelli bookshop
Presenter Claudia Vago Speakers Valentina Rivetti,
Sebastiano Iannizzotto, Andrea Zanni
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03:00-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula A

 Culture and tourism

Moving Culture
Tourism, Dance and Digital Storytelling.
Presenter Anna Alemanno
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Anna Alemanno
03:10-03:25 pm Welcome greetings by Tuscany Region
Speaker Roberto Ferrari
03:25-03:50 pm CultureMoves. Exploring the intersection between 
digital tools, cultural heritage, dance, tourism and education
Speaker Alexandru Stan
03:50-04:15 pm #weareinpuglia. 
A hashtag that is heritage of the host community traditions
Speaker Alfredo de Liguori
04:15-04:40 pm CulturaItalia the official aggregator of Europeana
Speaker Sara di Giorgio
04:40-05:05 pm The transformational impact of digital cultural 
heritage: case studies and future scenarios
Speaker Milena Popova
05:05-05:30 pm New synergies: art and science of the future
Speaker Pep Gatell
05:30-05:50 pm Dance (Algo)Rhythms. The video installation 
for the promotion of the Riviera Apuana, 
carried out by CultureMoves project
Speakers Paolo Chiappini, Roberto Fazio
05:50-06:30 pm Panel with A&Q conducted by Anna Alemanno

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
03:00-07:00 pm

MixArt
 Gamebox

Gamebox
Play and (in)temperance.
03:00-04:00 pm SALA ARENA Telling stories
Interactive storytelling and video games as a tool for strengthening the 
autonomy of disabled people
Presenter Gian Luigi Ferrari Speakers Antonietta Scognamiglio, 
Giuseppe Capuano
03:00-04:00 pm SALA MENTE Ludonarratives: stories and genres 
of literature and video games
The rules for stories from paper to pixels
Speaker Francesco Toniolo
04:00-05:00 pm SALA MENTE Antura - when the “game” gets serious...
History and development of an Applied Game
Speaker Stefano Cecere
05:00-06:00 pm SALA ARENA Beyond Rules
Changing Videogame’s Sports Storytelling
Speaker Pietro Polsinelli
06:00-07:00 pm SALA ARENA Mindful Game Design Manifesto
More than 30 reasons to love your game
Speakers We are Muesli

05:00-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

 Digital taste

DigitalFood, consciously choose your food 
online
Analysis of consumer information needs in Food Delivery 
and in online food purchasing platforms.
Presenter Aldo Fiordelli With the participation of Cooki (start-up), 
Silvia Rolandi, Loretta Fanella, Giuseppe Strozza
Macarons tasting.

03:00-05:00 pm
Centro Congressi

Le Benedettine
Aula B

 50 years old but doesn’t show them

Computer Science Fiction
As computer science has become the protagonist of science fiction 
literature, in the vision of two exceptional storytellers.
Presenter Daniele Brolli Speakers Zhang Rang, Rudy Rucker
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06:00-11:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Cinebytes

Cinebytes - Play with the Science Fiction
06:00-08:00 pm “Reset - Fatal Countdown” by Hong-Seung Yoon 
Introduction by Zhang Ran
09:00-11:00 pm “Matrix” by Lana and Lilly Wachowski
Introduction by Rudy Rucker

07:00-08:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

EVENT 
BY RESERVATION

 Digital taste

The digital Bloody Mary by Chef Colonna
When the blockchain meets mixology.
With the participation of Chef Antonello Colonna and pOSti (start-up)
Followed by a futuristic aperitif.

09:30-11:30 pm
Lumière

FREE CONCERT

 Star ready to play

Tin Men and The Telephone in concerto
“World Domination vol. 1: Furie”.
In collaboration with Pisa Jazz / Music Pool / TEMA

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
09:00-10:00 am

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CYBERSECURITY / TUTORIAL

The Candy Cream computer attack
How vulnerable are our car’s functionalities?

 Ilaria Matteucci, Gianpiero Costantino (IIT-CNR)
 14-18 years, university students, professionals, general public

09:00-10:00 am
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Play while learning with Lego®
Experimental workshop with Lego® bricks.

 OrangeTeam Lug
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB

Il micro:coin
How does a blockchain work?

 Pisa CoderDojo
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / LAB

At cybersecurity school 
with the Registro.it Toy Library
Rules of behaviour and best practices for avoiding the hidden dangers 
of the Internet.

 Giorgia Bassi, Beatrice Lami, Claudia Mazzanti, Manuela Moretti (IIT-CNR)
 8-10 years, 11-13 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Studying mathematics and science with holograms
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Augmented Reality and sticker album 
for history and geography
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years
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09:00-10:30 am
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB

Space for play: Virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Alberto Dolci (Italia 3D academy)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm 

02:30-04:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Where there’s a will... there is flight!
The Internet becomes browsing material.

 Luciano Minestrella, Vera Soledad Minestrella, 
Giacomo Minestrella (la Mirabilis Teatro societas)

 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

09:00-10:00 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Alexa, Siri, Google: online information between light 
and shadows
My privacy does NOT end where the next person’s privacy begins.

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, general public

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am 

11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CODING & ROBOTICA / EDUCATIONAL GAME

IF Robot Arena
A robotic adventure!

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am
10:15-11:15 am

11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-03:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Tinkering Time
Scribbling by the book.

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Manifatture Digitali 
Cinema

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Conscious use of the Internet and social media
Is the Internet safe?

 Dario Pecorella, Mauro Scano (Senza Fili Senza Confini)
 11-13 years

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

There is a world to explore beneath your feet
SOILapp, an application to support the monitoring of soil quality.

 Mariateresa Lazzaro (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Istituto Scienze della Vita, 
Gruppo di Agroecologia)

 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-11:00 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Prejudice is not a game!
Discovering the link between prejudice and rights through a game.

 Manlio Bacco, Gabriele Pardo (Emergency)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:30 am 
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

Va.D.DI - Go tell it to the dinosaurs
Simulation game.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:15-11:15 am

 11:30 am-12:30 pm
02:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / GAME AREA

Curiosity as a rule
Play area dedicated to children, where they can discover, explore and nourish their 
infinite curiosity.

 Las Gardenias, AEDEKA Srl, Cooperativa Arnera
 0-4 years, 4-6 years

09:00-10:00 am 
10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am

Museo delle Navi 
Antiche di Pisa

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Ancient Links
Routes, ships and goods in the commercial networks of the ancient Mediterranean.

 Le Navi Antiche di Pisa
 8-10 years, 11-13 years

10:00-10:30 am
11:00-11:30 am 
05:00-05:30 pm
05:45-06:15 pm
06:30-07:00 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CREATIVITY / SHOW

History lesson part 1 and 2
An Internet Festival/I Sacchi di Sabbia (Sandbags) production with the support 
of the Tuscany Regional Authority.

 Ideation and realization: Giulia Gallo, Giovanni Guerrieri. 
Pop-up books: Giulia Gallo. Augmented reality curated by La Jetée. 
Drawings and animations: Guido Bartoli.

 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am
12:00-01:00 pm
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:00-05:00 pm
05:00-06:00 pm
06:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Escape War!
Enter our escape room and help the doctors of EMERGENCY save the victims 
of an explosion.

 Emergency
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:00-11:30 am
11:30 am-01:00 pm

MixArt

GAME BASED LEARNING / LAB

Nintendo LaboLab VR
Create a game with your game.

 Stefano Cecere, Pietro Polsinelli
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

10:00 am-12:30 pm 
03:00-05:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Scaling the future
A role-playing game about the dawn of Italian computer science.

 Giovanni Antonio Cignoni (Progetto HMR), Maurizio Gazzarri
 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:00-11:00 am
MixArt

GAME BASED LEARNING / LAB

Interactive Storytelling
Expressing ourselves through narration and videogames.

 Francesco Toniolo
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

10:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CYBERSECURITY / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Cyber (Art) Attack
Creative techniques for defending yourself against cyber criminals.

 Fabio Massa (President of ANGIF - Associazione Giuristi and Informatici Forensi)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

COMMUNICATION / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Giovanisì on tour: the story of the project told 
by Tuscan youths
#PossibleStories on innovation.

 Ufficio Giovanisì - Regione Toscana e Fondazione Sistema Toscana
Moderator Davide De Crescenzo

 14-18 years, university students

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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11:00 am-12:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB

Space for play: Virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Giampiero Turchi (Italia 3D academy)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Lumière

CREATIVITY / WORKSHOP

Tinmendo
Presentation of the application that will be used by the public in the evening 
concert.

 Musicians of the band “Tin Men and the Telephone”
 14-18 years, university students, general public

11:00 am-01:00 pm
MixArt

GAME BASED LEARNING / LAB

Video games as a story
Let’s create the idea for a video game!

 Mattia Traverso
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:30 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / TUTORIAL

The Game of Life
Are cybersecurity, blockchain and artificial intelligence only a game?

 Giuseppe Augiero, Giuseppe Andrea L’Abbate (FTGM - CNR), 
Beatrice Lami (IIT CNR)

 14-18 years, university students, professionals, general public

02:30-04:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Growing up in the age of social networks
The role of digital technology in the relationships of adolescents today.

 Marco Amidei (Fondazione Charlie)
 teachers, general public

02:30-03:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / EDUCATIONAL GAME

Let’s create a game with a 3D printer 
and a thermoforming machine
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years

02:30-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

TECNOLOGY & IOT / LAB

CrowdMapping: It’s all calculated
Smart mobility at the service of accessibility.

 Tommaso Rossi, Armando Dei (Kinoa s.r.l.)
 14-18 years, university students, general public

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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02:30-03:30 pm
04:00-05:00 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB

I need more air
Living in the age of Instagram and climate change.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, families, general public

04:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / LAB

Holograms and augmented reality 
for teaching in schools
School Box: pills of technology at school.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 teachers

05:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

TECNOLOGY & IOT / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE

Beyond the moon, inside dark matter
Humanity cannot stop exploring.

 Andrea Ferrara (Scuola Normale Superiore)
 general public

Once again, this year, LA RETE DEL GUSTO (THE NETWORK OF TASTE) is back. 
It is a network of excellent flavours from the Pisa area that guests at IF2019 will have the opportunity 

to learn about during the networking lunches. It is a tasty way of increasing awareness and 
appreciation of Pisa’s province and Pisa itself, where the festival is being held, through its products.

THE ENTITIES WHO JOINED LA RETE DEL GUSTO
BADIA DI MORRONA - winery, Terricciola (Pi)

DE’ COLTELLI - natural artisan ice cream, Pisa
DOLCE PENDENTE - the sweet that defies gravity, Pisa

GINEPRAIO - Tuscan organic gin, Pontedera (Pi)
LE PALAIE - winery, Peccioli (Pi)

PODERE PANTA REI - winery, Terricciola (Pi)

LA RETE DEL GUSTO

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
10:00 am-06:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

Aula A

 eCommunity

Plastic: from revolutionary material 
to killer of our seas
A day dedicated to illustrate the “plastic free” campaign conducted 
by the Tuscany Region, to explore innovative and creative solutions
to the problem of plastic waste, to listen to proposals to try to save 
the global balance of the biosphere.
With the participation of Councilor Vittorio Bugli, Filippo Solibello, 
start-ups, journalists and various stakeholders on the topic

10:00 am-01:00 pm
Cittadella Galileiana 

GATE
 

COLLATERAL EVENT

Economy and business

KYD -> Knowledge in Your Data
Knowledge is the most important asset for technological company. 
Erre Quadro proposes a new approach for the management 
and enhancement of know-how.
Speakers Giacomo Tazzini, Riccardo Apreda

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

 Digital taste

Food(ies) for thought
The unconventional communication of food: from nourishment 
to creative stimulus and cultural mirror. 
With the participation of Massimo Fenati, 
Petunia Ollister (Stefania Soma), Giulio Castoro

11:00 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Book(e)book

Book(e)book
Literature in the age of Internet.
11:00-12:00 am “Aria”
In collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop
Presenter Federica Frezza Speaker Marzia Sicignano
12:00-01:00 pm “Penso Parlo Posto. Breve guida 
alla comunicazione non ostile”
In collaboration with Gli Anni in Tasca bookshop
Presenter Donata Columbro Speaker Carlotta Cubeddu
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11:30 am-01:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Star ready to play

Influencer: cultural and economic revolution
How the world of communication and advertising changes 
in the time of Social Networks.
Meet & greet by “Gordon” in collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop. 
Presenter Andrea Amato Speakers Matteo Maffucci, Eugenio Scotto, 
Yuri “Gordon” Sterrore

11:30 am-01:00 pm
MixArt

Sala Performance

 Gamebox

Fishbowl: How to change the rules 
of the game
Open and participatory discussion.
Presenter Marina Rossi

10:00 am-01:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna

 Digital fair play

The game of rules #3
Copyright and rules: the difficult balance between authors’ rights 
and the freedom of users.
10:00-10:10 am Introduction conducted by Fernanda Faini 
and Dianora Poletti
10:10-10:30 am Rights and technology: in search of balance
Speaker Monica Palmirani
10:30-12:00 am Copyright and rules: the difficult balance 
between authors’ rights and the freedom of users
Presenter Federica Meta Speakers Monica Palmirani, Caterina Sganga, 
Marco Scialdone
12:00-01:00 pm Internet society: generations compared 
on the Internet and rights - Workshop curated by the Detect Center
Presenter Ilaria Kutufà Speakers Angelo Alù, Alessandro Berni

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
10:00 am-01:00 pm

Scuola Superiore 
Sant’Anna 

Aula Magna
Storica

 Tech vs Human

Democracy, participation and information 
(first part)
From fake news to fact checking and democratic participation.
Presenter Claudia Vago
10:00-10:10 am Introduction conducted by Claudia Vago
10:10-10:40 am Once upon a time there was fake news
Speaker Matteo Flora
10:40-11:00 am Information society and credulity society
Speaker Walter Quattrociocchi
11:00-11:20 am Spread of dis/misinformation in the social media 
and on the role of bots
Speaker Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia
11:20-11:40 am Fake news and freedom of expression
Speaker Carola Frediani
11:40 am-01:00 pm Lost in post-truth
Speakers Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia, Walter Quattrociocchi, Matteo Flora, 
Carola Frediani

10:00 am-01:00 pm
Gipsoteca

 Culture and tourism

Digital destination: between authenticity 
and strategy
Best practices and trends in digital marketing for destinations.

08:30 am-06:30 pm
Officine Garibaldi

Auditorium

COLLATERAL EVENT 
BY RESERVATION

 Economy and business

TECH JOBS fair Pisa
A day meetings between professionals and companies in the TECH 
sector.
Organized by Talent Garden Pisa and Swap Party

03:00-05:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Star ready to play

Webstars of the Net
Three different stories with thousands of followers.
Presenter Francesca Bianchi Speakers Licia Fertz and Emanuele Usai, 
Irene Facheris, Dario Moccia
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
03:00-06:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula A

 Tech vs Human

Playing with the data
Data visualisation amid information, art and science.
Presenter Donata Columbro
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Donata Colombro
03:10-03:30 pm Batjo, physical DIY installations for telling us 
about the data
Speaker Alice Corona
03:30-03:50 pm Domestic Data Streamers, infoesperienze
Speaker Ane Guerra
03:50-04:10 pm Graffiti for Smart City
Speaker Salvatore Pepe
04:10-04:30 pm Urban art and the Internet: a beautiful agora 
for connecting people
Speaker No Curves
04:30-05:30 pm Let’s sum things up...
05:30-06:00 pm Randomcuts, audio/video performance 
of generative art
Curated by Catodo

03:00-07:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Book(e)book

Book(e)book
Literature in the age of Internet.
03:00-04:00 pm “Ludocrazia. Quando il gioco accorcia le distanze 
tra governi e cittadini”
In collaboration with Feltrinelli bookshop
Presenter Gianluca Testa Speaker Gianluca Sgueo
04:00-05:00 pm “Un figlio è poco due son troppi”
In collaboration with Gli Anni in Tasca bookshop
Presenter Matteo Pelliti Speaker Angelica Massera
Tastingareading in collaboration with Narratè©
05:00-06:00 pm “L’età della tigre”
In collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop
Presenter Matteo Pelliti Speaker Ivan Carozzi
06:00-07:00 pm “Analfabeti sonori”
In collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop
Presenter Antonio Pavolini Speaker Carlo Boccadoro
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
03:00-07:00 pm

MixArt
Sala Mente

 Gamebox

Gamebox
Play and (in)temperance.
03:00-04:00 pm Resisting colonisation, caring for independence
For a conscious and anti-imperialist activity
Speaker Marina Rossi
04:00-05:00 pm Video games that look like novels: the new indie 
authorship
With themes and techniques, everyday life becomes a game
Speaker Maddalena Grattarola
05:00-06:00 pm Dewey Rooms: from video games to narrative escape 
games
Ideas and notes from the design of the journalistic “coup d’état” 
card game and the historic “Wer Ist Wer” escape room
Speakers We are Muesli
06:00-07:00 pm Video games like fruits and vegetables
A talk on the subject of being Italian and not being it anymore
Speaker Mattia Traverso

03:00-08:00 pm
Officine Garibaldi

 .it Workshops

Dot it - News and stories from the Internet, 
Italy
Curated by Registro .it and the Post
03:00-03:15 pm Where does Internet go?
Welcome curated by Marco Conti, CNR-IIT Director
03:15-03:30 pm What is happening outside of here
News live by the Post
03:30-04:30 pm What is changing on the Internet?
Speakers Francesco Costa, Emanuele Menietti
04:30-05:15 pm Makkox dot it
Interview to Makkox by Luca Sofri
05:15-05:30 pm What is happening outside of here
News live by the Post
05:30-06:00 pm Dot it explained well
Speakers Francesco Costa, Emanuele Menietti
06:00-07:00 pm Is it the Internet’s fault?
Speakers Christian Rocca, Carola Frediani, Federico Ferrazza
07:00-08:00 pm Ilterzosegretodisatira dot it
Interview to Il terzo segreto di satira by Luca Sofri
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03:00-06:30 pm
Gipsoteca

 Culture and tourism

Labs of Cultures
Processes, strategies and good practices for the challenges 
of contemporary society.
Presenter Claudia Fusani
03:00-03:15 pm Welcome greetings by Regione Toscana
Speaker Roberto Ferrari
03:15-03:45 pm CultureLabs. Digital technologies and cultural 
heritage at the service of social inclusion
Speaker Eirini Kaldeli
03:45-03:55 pm Links, connections and differences between 
CultureLabs and other best practices and projects. Introduction to the 
second part of the event
03:55-04:35 pm Design Justice Network
Speakers Victoria Barnett, Wesley Taylor
04:35-05:05 pm The Piazza Vittorio Orchestra
Speaker Mario Tronco
05:05-05:25 pm Digital Futures For, With, By the People
Speaker Nadia Pantidi
05:25-06:30 pm Final discussion conducted by the journalist 
Claudia Fusani

03:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna

 Digital fair play

The game of rules #4
The value chain: the blockchain in search of rules amidst law, 
rights and information.
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Fernanda Faini 
and Dianora Poletti
03:10-03:30 pm Italy and blockchain: regulations, strategy 
and technology
Speaker Pietro Marchionni
03:30-05:00 pm The value chain: the blockchain in search of rules 
amidst law, rights and information
Presenter Federica Meta Speakers Filippo Zatti, Marco Vitale, 
Michele Nastri, Pietro Marchionni
05:00-06:00 pm Blockchain in Italy and in the world 
- Workshop curated by the Detect Center
Presenter Laura Ricci Speakers Massimiliano Nicotra, Fulvio Sarzana

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
03:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna

Storica

 Tech vs Human

Democracy, participation and information 
(second part)
From fake news to fact checking and democratic participation.
Presenter Claudia Vago
03:00-03:15 pm Introduction conducted by Walter Quattrociocchi
03:15-04:15 pm Fact checking and journalism
Speakers Gabriela Jacomella, Massimo Russo
04:15-04:4 pm Networking with the Network
Speaker Jasmina Tešanović
04:45-06:00 pm More informed, more uninformed, freer, more 
controlled: democracy at the time of the hyperconnected society
Speakers Giuseppe Martinico, Paolo Gerbaudo, Philip Di Salvo, 
Jasmina Tešanović
06:00-06:30 pm The end of the virtual
Speaker Richard Rogers

06:00-11:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Cinebytes

Cinebytes - Play with the voice
06:00-08:00 pm The audio book revolution
Panel by Audible, an Amazon company
09:00-11:00 pm Meeting with Fabio Celenza and live dubbing show

07:00-08:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

EVENT 
BY RESERVATION

 Digital taste

The sound of wine
AI and Big Data for an immersive wine tasting to the rhythm of music.
With the participation of WineListening (start-up), Bertani Domains group 
and the winery Tenuta Trerose

09:30-11:30 pm
Lumière

CONCERT 
WITH ENTRY PRICE

 Star ready to play

Tony Allen “The Source” in concert
In collaboration with Pisa Jazz, Music Pool, Musicalista
Tickets available on Ticketone.
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09:00-10:30 am
11:00 am-12:30 pm

03:00-04:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

BLOCKCHAIN / LAB
Discovering cryptocurrencies
Bitcoin: how are they used and what are they used for?

 Diego Dal Canto, Fausto Soriani, Marco Riccio, 
Emanuele Parravicini (Bitcoin MeetUp Pisa)

 14-18 years, university students, general public

09:00-10:30 am
11:00 am-12:30 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB
Va.D.DI - Go tell it to the dinosaurs
Simulation game.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

09:00-10:00 am
10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am

Museo delle Navi Antiche 
di Pisa

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Ancient Links
Routes, ships and goods in the commercial networks of the ancient Mediterranean.

 Le Navi Antiche di Pisa
 8-10 years, 11-13 years

10:00-11:30 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / WORKSHOP
Future critical thinking
Let’s prepare ourselves for the Future.

 Matteo Locatelli (Unison consorzio di cooperative sociali), Mirko Pagani 
(Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Jessica Rampi (Centro di Formazione 
Professionale Ticino Malpensa), Giovanni Trapella (maker freelance)

 14-18 years, university students, professionals, families, general public

10:00 am-12:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Scaling the future
A role-playing game about the dawn of Italian computer science.

 Giovanni Antonio Cignoni (Progetto HMR), Maurizio Gazzarri
 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:00-11:00 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET/ INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
Ask it Google
How to get the most from the popular online search engine without risks.

 Antonio Brogi (Università di Pisa, Dipartimento di Informatica)
 14-18 years

10:00 am-01:00 pm
03:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / GAME AREA
Curiosity as a rule
Play area dedicated to children, where they can discover, explore and nourish their 
infinite curiosity.

 Las Gardenias, AEDEKA Srl, Cooperativa Arnera
 0-4 years, 4-6 years

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
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10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am
12:00-01:00 pm
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:00-05:00 pm
05:00-06:00 pm
06:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Escape War!
Enter our escape room and help the doctors of EMERGENCY save the victims 
of an explosion.

 Emergency
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

10:15-11:15 am
11:30 am-12:30 pm 

03:00-04:00 pm 
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Play while learning with Lego®
Experimental workshop with Lego® bricks.

 OrangeTeam Lug
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

10:15-11:15 am
11:30 am-12:30 pm

Manifatture Digitali 
Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB
Il micro:coin
How does a blockchain work?

 Pisa CoderDojo
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students

10:15-11:15 am
11:30 am-12:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

AWARENESS WHEN USING INTERNET / LAB
At cybersecurity school 
with the Registro.it Toy Library
Rules of behaviour and best practices for avoiding the hidden dangers of the 
Internet.

 Giorgia Bassi, Beatrice Lami, Claudia Mazzanti, Manuela Moretti (IIT-CNR)
 8-10 years, 11-13 years

10:15-11:15 am 
11:30 am-12:30 pm

03:00-04:00 pm
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CODING & ROBOTICS / EDUCATIONAL GAME
IF Robot Arena
A robotic adventure!

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 11-13 years, 14-18 years
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10:15-11:15 am
11:30 am-12:30 pm

03:00-04:00 pm
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Tinkering Time
Scribbling by the book.

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

10:30-11:30 am
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
Journey to the edges of the Universe (and beyond) - 
meeting
Space conversation.

 Carmignani Editrice di Micol Carmignani 
in collaboration with the library Gli Anni in Tasca

 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:00 am-12:30 pm 
03:00-04:30 pm 
05:00-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Where there’s a will... there is flight!
The Internet becomes browsing material.

 Luciano Minestrella, Vera Soledad Minestrella, 
Giacomo Minestrella (la Mirabilis Teatro societas)

 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / LAB
How to learn with videogames
Videogame-based learning to school and with the family.

 Michele Di Paola
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public

11:00 am-01:00 pm
02:30-04:30 pm 
04:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Micromuseum workshop
Cultural heritage available to all.

 Fiore Basile, Claudia Simonelli (Fabctory)
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public

11:00 am-12:30 pm
03:00-04:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB
There is a world to explore beneath your feet
SOILapp, an application to support the monitoring of soil quality.

 Mariateresa Lazzaro (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, 
Istituto Scienze della Vita, Gruppo di Agroecologia)

 11-13 years, 14-18 years
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11:00 am-12:30 pm
Lumière

CREATIVITY / WORKSHOP
Digital home recording
The evolution of recording media and music reproduction.

 Marc Urselli
 14-18 years, university students, professionals, general public

11:30 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

COMMUNICATION / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
Neuromarketing applied to the web
Effective rules for communicating online.

 Luca Vescovi (Neurowebdesign), 
Francesco Gallucci (Associazione Italiana di Neuromarketing)

 14-18 years, university students, professionals

11:45 am-12:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Journey to the edges of the Universe (and beyond) - 
workshop
Astronomy for children.

 Carmignani Editrice di Micol Carmignani 
in collaboration with the library Gli Anni in Tasca

 8-10 years

02:30-04:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

TECNOLOGY & IOT / WORKSHOP

Interpreting he rules of the game from above
Drone based learning.

 Paolo Omodei-Zorini (training director in pilot courses of Alpha Lima Aviation), 
Marco Fratoddi (scuola di ecologia)

 teachers

02:30-03:30 pm 
04:00-05:00 pm

Logge dei Banchi

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION / LAB
I need more air
Living in the age of Instagram and climate change.

 Legambiente Pisa
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, families, general public

02:30-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

COMMUNICATION / LAB
Experimental Travel
Travelling is a game.

 Claudio Visentin (Scuola del Viaggio)
 general public
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03:00-04:00 pm 
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / LAB

Yoga and mindfulness for children
Self-awareness is the basis for the development of emotional intelligence.

 Fiorinda Pedone, Michela Giovagnini
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years

03:00-04:30 pm
05:00-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Digital Lego® workshop
Designing a Lego® construction on the computer.

 Collego di Riccardo Di Nasso
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public

03:00-04:30 pm
05:00-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB
Space for play: virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Stefano Orlando (Italia 3D academy)
 university students, professionals, families, general public

04:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / WORKSHOP
Sharing and integrating the rules of our own city
Place based learning.

 Anna Bartoli (Responsible Migratour project, Oxfam Italia), 
Leonardo Sacchetti (Educator of Macramè), Isabel de Maurissens (Indire)

 teachers

05:00-05:30 pm
05:45-06:15 pm
06:30-07:00 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CREATIVITY / SHOW
History lesson part 1 and 2
An Internet Festival/I Sacchi di Sabbia (Sandbags) production with the support 
of the Tuscany Regional Authority.

 Ideation and realization: Giulia Gallo, Giovanni Guerrieri. 
Pop-up books: Giulia Gallo. Augmented reality curated by La Jetée. 
Drawings and animations: Guido Bartoli.

 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13TH
10:30 am-01:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

Aula A

 Tech vs Human

How human are you?
Technology rewrites the boundaries and interactions between man, 
woman and machine.
Presenter Diletta Parlangeli
10:30-10:40 am Introduction conducted by Diletta Parlangeli
10:40-11:10 am Tech vs Humanity: the coming clash between man 
and machine
Speaker Gerd Leonhard
In collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop
11:10 am-12:30 pm Conversation between Gerd Leonhard, 
Bruce Sterling, Enrico Prati, Barbara Henry, Fosca Giannotti
12:30-01:00 pm I saw the Future
Speaker Bruce Sterling

12:00-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Book(e)book

Book(e)book
Literature in the age of Internet.
12:00-01:00 pm “Il ritiro sociale degli adolescenti”
In collaboration with Ghibellina bookshop
Presenter Valentina Landucci Speaker Matteo Lancini

11:00 am-01:00 pm
Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna 
Aula Magna

 Digital fair play

Opportunities and risks of home automation
What are the rules for correct information on the smart home?
Presenter Andrea Trapani Speakers Lavinia Vizzoni, Roberta Vertone, 
Filippo Castagna, Aurora Cavo

11:30 am-01:00 pm
Lumière

 Star ready to play

“Come stai?” meet & greet 
by Valeria Vedovatti
In collaboration with Feltrinelli bookshop
Presenter Barbara Sgarzi Speaker Valeria Vedovatti
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13TH
03:00-04:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula A

 Tech vs Human

Digital networks, social relations, 
rules of engagement
Interview to Monsignor Lucio Adrián Ruiz 
conducted by Mario Tedeschini Lalli.

03:00-05:30 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Sala Azzurra

 eCommunity

Environment and innovation: necessary 
interaction
A journey to discover a sustainable Network.
Presenter Marina Forti
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Marina Forti
03:10-03:40 pm Climate and technology: the impact of change
Speaker Antonello Pasini
03:40-05:30 pm Conversation and conclusions
Speakers Vittorio Bugli, Antonello Pasini, Elena Gagliasso, Marcello Calisti

03:00-07:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula C

 Book(e)book

Book(e)book
Literature in the age of Internet.
03:00-04:00 pm “AFK”
In collaboration with Gli Anni in Tasca bookshop
Presenter Andrea Belfiori Speaker Alice Keller
04:00-05:00 pm “Super Robin contro i bulli”
In collaboration with Libreria dei ragazzi bookshop
Presenter Matteo Pelliti Speaker Roberto Morgese
05:00-06:00 pm “Il Trono di Kenny”
In collaboration with Orsa Minore bookshop
Presenter Maurizio Vaccaro Speaker Pera Comics
06:00-07:00 pm “Big data. Come stanno cambiando il nostro mondo”
In collaboration with Feltrinelli bookshop 
Presenter Antonio Pavolini Speaker Antonio Nicita, Fabio Chiusi
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03:00-08:00 pm
Officine Garibaldi

 .it Workshops

Dot it - News and stories from the Internet, 
Italy
Curated by Registro .it and the Post
03:00-03:30 pm What is happening outside of here
News live by the Post
03:30-04:30 pm The way we were: websites in 2004
Speakers Gianluca Neri, Massimo Mantellini, Enrico Sola, Simona Siri
04:30-05:15 pm It’s easy to talk about rules
Speaker Carlo Blengino
05:15-05:30 pm What is happening outside of here
News live by the Post
05:30-06:15 pm The Italian we speak about
Speaker Paolo Nori
06:15-06:45 pm What do young people do on the Internet?
Speakers Anna Vaccarelli, Monica Nardis
06:45-08:00 pm Thejackal dot it
Interview to The Jackal by Luca Sofri

03:00-07:00 pm
MixArt

Sala Arena

 Gamebox

Gamebox
Play and (in)temperance.
03:00-05:30 pm IF Game Jam Rulez - Award Cerimony
05:30-07:00 pm IF Game Jam - ShowcaseEV
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03:00-06:00 pm
Scuola Normale 

Superiore
Sala Stemmi

 Digital fair play

The referee is digital
Respect for the rules in sport.
Presenter Giuseppe Smorto 
03:00-03:10 pm Introduction conducted by Giuseppe Smorto
03:10-03:40 pm Football is VARied
Interview to Massimo Fini conducted by Giuseppe Smorto 
In collaboration with Feltrinelli bookshop
Speaker Massimo Fini
03:40-05:20 pm VARiations in football, tennis and rugby
Conversation conducted by Giuseppe Smorto with Filippo Grassia, 
Giorgio Di Palermo, Anna Trieste, Carlo Damasco and the partecipation 
of sports personalities and fans 
05:20-06:00 pm Conclusions

04:00-06:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine
Aula A

 Tech vs Human

Le Jeuxs sont faits?
Not at all!
Presenter Marta Capuano Speakers Fabio Fossa, Fabio Viola

05:00-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

 Digital taste

Artificial intelligence lands in the kitchen
How big data are changing our diet.
Presenter Dino Pedreschi With the participation of Cheffy, 
Big Data Grapes, Davide Sparpaglia 
Wine tasting of the winery Tenuta Il Palazzo.

11:00 am-11:00 pm
Cinema Arsenale

 Cinebytes

Cinebytes - Play with the virtual reality
11:00 am-12:30 pm “Segnale d’Allarme - La mia Battaglia VR”
03:30-04:45 pm “Segnale d’Allarme - La mia Battaglia VR”
05:00-06:00 pm Meeting with Elio Germano
06:30-08:00 pm “Segnale d’Allarme - La mia Battaglia VR”
09:00-11:00 pm Short film “Happy Birthday VR” and meeting 
with the movie cast 
In collaboration with Rai Cinema and One More Pictures
Speakers Jenny De Nucci, Gennaro Coppola, Carlo Rodomonti
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04:30-06:00 pm
Lumière

 Star ready to play

From rap to trap: thirty years of (other) 
Italian music
Presenter Damir Ivic Speaker Ice One 

06:00-07:00 pm
Lumière

FREE CONCERT

 Star ready to play

Family Conflict - hip hop jam showcase

07:00-07:30 pm
Logge dei Banchi

 Star ready to play

Party Bag flash mob
Feat. Family Conflict crew Mc & Beatbox.

07:00-08:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

EVENT 
BY RESERVATION 

 Book(e)book  Digital taste

“Frigorifero Mon Amour”
Book presentation and food experience in collaboration with 
Kitchen Mon Amour and with Orsa Minore bookshop
Presenter Barbara Sgarzi 
Speakers Andrea Serra and chef Fabio Mendolicchio 
Thematic tastings.

07:30-08:30 pm
Logge dei Banchi

 Gamebox

The poetry of the game that “crashes”
Video mapping final event by Declar.
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10:00 am-01:00 pm
03:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / GAME AREA
Curiosity as a rule
Play area dedicated to children, where they can discover, explore and nourish their 
infinite curiosity.

 Las Gardenias, AEDEKA Srl, Cooperativa Arnera
 0-4 years, 4-6 years

10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:00 am
12:00-01:00 pm
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:00-05:00 pm
05:00-06:00 pm 
06:00-07:00 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Escape War!
Enter our escape room and help the doctors of EMERGENCY save the victims 
of an explosion.

 Emergency
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public

11:00 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Social Challenge: every challenge has its rules 
(prizegiving)
Become an influencer of positive messages on Instagram.

 Ester Macrì, Gabriele Cannarozzo (Kinoa s.r.l.)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students

11:00 am-12:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CODING & ROBOTICA / LAB
Space for play: virtual immersive environments 
for videogames and not only
I learn, I design, I create.

 Gianfranco Casano (Italia 3D academy)
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:00 am-12:30 pm
03:00-04:30 pm
05:00-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Where there’s a will... there is flight!
The Internet becomes browsing material.

 Luciano Minestrella, Vera Soledad Minestrella, 
Giacomo Minestrella (la Mirabilis Teatro societas)

 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

11:00 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / LAB
How to learn with videogames
Videogame-based learning to school and with the family.

 Michele Di Paola
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public
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11:00 am-01:00 pm
02:30-04:30 pm 
04:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Micromuseum workshop
Cultural heritage available to all.

 Fiore Basile, Claudia Simonelli (Fabctory)
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public

11:00 am-01:00 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / WORKSHOP
Changing the rules of the game
Drone based learning.

 Rossana Quarta (ete dialogues, teacher of Accademia delle arti e nuove tecnolo-
gie), Isabel de Maurissens (Indire)

 teachers

11:30 am-12:30 pm
03:00-04:00 pm
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / LAB
Yoga and mindfulness for children
Self-awareness is the basis for the development of emotional intelligence.

 Fiorinda Pedone, Michela Giovagnini
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Play while learning with Lego®
Experimental workshop with Lego® bricks.

 OrangeTeam Lug
 4-6 years, 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families

11:30 am-12:30 pm
03:00-04:00 pm 
04:15-05:15 pm
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CODING & ROBOTICA / EDUCATIONAL GAME
IF Robot Arena
A robotic adventure!

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 11-13 years, 14-18 years

11:30 am-12:30 pm 
03:00-04:00 pm
04:15-05:15 pm 
05:30-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB
Tinkering Time
Scribbling by the book.

 Fosforo: la festa della scienza
 6-8 years, 8-10 years, 11-13 years, families
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02:30-04:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

USE OF INTERNET FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES / WORKSHOP
The rules of the game with the city: the Walkabout
Place based learning.

 Carlo Infante (Urban experience, ideator of the format), 
Marco Fratoddi (Scuola di ecologia)

 teachers

03:00-04:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

IF KIDS / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
Smart-Toys for childhood
Opportunities and risks of toys linked to the Internet.

 Giovanna Mascheroni (Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore)
 general public

03:00-04:30 pm
05:00-06:30 pm

Centro Congressi 
Le Benedettine

CREATIVITY / LAB

Digital Lego® workshop
Designing a Lego® construction on the computer.

 Riccardo Di Nasso
 11-13 years, 14-18 years, families, general public

04:00-06:30 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

GAME BASED LEARNING / EDUCATIONAL GAME
Scaling the future
A role-playing game about the dawn of Italian computer science.

 Giovanni Antonio Cignoni (Progetto HMR), Maurizio Gazzarri
 14-18 years, university students, general public

04:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

COMMUNICATION / WORKSHOP
The rules of the game: who dictates the rules?
Male vs female.

 Giovanna Galletti, Gianna Mazzini (Labodif LABOratorio della DIFferenza)
 teachers

04:30-06:30 pm
Centro Congressi 

Le Benedettine

TECNOLOGY & IOT / INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE
How to prepare for the jobs of the future
Is it true that 40% of jobs will disappear due to Artificial Intelligence?

 Giuseppe Iannaccone (Università di Pisa - Dipartimento di Ingegneria 
dell’Informazione)

 university students, families, general public

 05:00-05:30 pm
05:45-06:15 pm
06:30-07:00 pm
Manifatture Digitali 

Cinema

CREATIVITY / SHOW
History lesson part 1 and 2
An Internet Festival/I Sacchi di Sabbia (Sandbags) production with the support 
of the Tuscany Regional Authority.

 Ideation and realization: Giulia Gallo, Giovanni Guerrieri. 
Pop-up books: Giulia Gallo. Augmented reality curated by La Jetée. 
Drawings and animations: Guido Bartoli.

 11-13 years, 14-18 years, university students, general public
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